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Dear friends of the
Reinhardt Abraham Memorial Foundation,
a hot summer of the century is behind us. The number of days over 25 degrees
Celsius has even exceeded the year 2003, which is considered the warmest year
since weather records were made. In this situation we have occasionally envied
our students of the Reinhardt Abraham Memorial Foundation (RAMF), who in
2018 were again able to fly to our partners Boeing in Seattle as well as to the
University of Washington. I assume, that the climate there in 2018 was very
suitable not only for further learning and gaining experience in their respective fields of study, but
also for getting to know Seattle and the surrounding area and making new friends.
We are very pleased that RAMF will be able to raise the necessary funds in 2019 to continue this
program, which will start in its 23rd year. In this connection, I would like once again to express my
sincere thanks to our partners, the Technical University of Berlin, the aircraft manufacturer Boeing,
the University of Washington and Lufthansa Technik. In late autumn, we selected the candidates for
2019 and we were again able to determine that a large number of highclass talents had applied for a
scholarship.
As you know, the RAMF is under the umbrella of the Deutsche Lufthansa Berlin-Stiftung (DLBS),
whose most outstanding foundation purpose is the operation of the 82-year old Ju 52. Unfortunately
our “Auntie Ju” had to stop the flightsaison already in August because of technical problems with our
engine mounts. But we work hard with engineering experts to make her fly again in 2019.
Outstanding engineering skills have produced aircraft like our Ju 52. Today we maintain and operate
them with great enthusiasm and commitment. Of course, great aircraft will be built today and will be
developed and built in the future. Industry needs young, enthusiastic people for this. I have recently
been able to meet some of these young talents in Berlin at our selection interviews. Reinhardt
Abraham, whose signum also adorns our Ju 52, would certainly be very proud and very happy with
these young people.
In this spirit, and certainly also in his, I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a healthy and successful
New Year.
Kind regards

Your Werner Knorr
Chairman of the DLBS
Deutsche Lufthansa Berlin-Stiftung
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Robert Marx
Boeing Trainee Program
Sep 2018 to March 2019
Prolog
First, I want to give a special thanks to all the
extraordinary people who helped make this
opportunity a reality for me. This internship at
Boeing is a unique and rewarding experience
and I am truly grateful to everyone involved in
this program and to the folks I met at Boeing.
There’s no way that I can name everyone to
whom I owe my thanks and there are a few
people who are in the background organizing
everything to make a smooth transition before
during and after the internship.
Before starting to clothe my memories and
thoughts in words I’d like to remind of the
opportunity that every year a few selected
candidates are given this lifechanging
unequalled experience of skill enhancement,
culture experience and personal development
and that as long as this scholarship exists it is
the best way of extending lasting personal and
professional relationships between Germany
and the US. A big thank you to all people
involved!
First Impressions of Seattle
Prior arriving in the US, I used to believe the
stereotype that Americans are very friendly but
difficult to become close friends with. This
prejudice was disproven before the airplane
even touched down in the states. After
sleeping for 6 hours, the Seattleite seated next
to me woke up and we talked for the remaining
4 hours about business and dead sea mud,
among other topics.
At this time, I didn’t imagine that this one
conversation was the beginning of a friendship
that would take us places.
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Seattle downtown, Mt. Rainier in the
background
I was warned many times that Seattle
winters were brutal, and that winter was
coming. Well, winter is here and it’s
awesome! There’s no such thing as bad
weather it’s just bad
clothing. In the first
couple of weeks,
when driving back
from the Boeing
factory north of
Seattle, I was
awestruck at the
picturesque scene
of Mt. Rainier
behind the skyline
of Seattle in the
sunset. Later on, I
drove to the base of
Mt. Rainier National
Park with friends for
a day of hiking and
it was breathAt the foot of Mt. Rainier
taking.
I figured out that there are more must go
places in and around Seattle as there are
weeks during this trainee program. I was
lucky to still experience a long summer
ending before starting in a bit rainier season
of the year. At one of the sunnier days we
figured out that Kenmore Air as a seaplane
operator is flying their planes back to the
base every night and that passenger can join
those “back to base” flights for a very
reasonable amount. So, we spontaneously
celebrated my birthday on a seaplane flight
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which was a one of a kind experience and a
wonderful memory forever.

Me in the cockpit of the seaplane

Nightstand motivation

Inside The Factory

This motivation was getting me easily out of
bed at 04:30 am every morning – realising that
I was part of the company I was building small
model planes of when I was a kid.

Boeing is “huge” and that’s not only a
president’s statement. It took a while to get
used to all the faces and figure out who else
was assigned to the team I was working for
while trying to get on time to places no one
had a clue about that they exist. A co-worker
once told me about a conference room you
can approach from five different aisles with
one leading to the entrance. Abbreviations and
acronyms are common in aviation, but Boeing
takes it to a whole new level. I could point out
any two people in the public working for
Boeing just by listening to their abbreviations
they would share to tell their stories.
Leadership is getting things done through
people – that’s common sense. And at Boeing
I felt that within the company people were
helpful on pushing on your assigned tasks
while helping them out at theirs. A truly good
team effort.
One of many motivators along the way was to
walk every morning along the production lines
of the 787, 777, Low Rate Initial Production
77X to my workplace looking down on the
wings of the majestic 77X first test flight
plane. I could feel the energy level rising when
I entered the factory even if every single
person just made a small contribution, they all
went for a greater good.
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I was assigned to the Final Assembly
Manufacturing Business Unit (FAMBU)
working in Production Engineering for the 777.
My tasks as different as they were, they all
have been very exciting. I am grateful to my
manager and my lead to throw me right into
own projects. It is the best way to learn new
things and to fully understand the processes
behind building an airplane at the Boeing
Company. I got a large credit of trust as I got a
project assigned to conceptualize new parts
for working stands (see figure below) and
adding functionalities to increase usability and
safety at the same time. A different project
was to take responsibility for the spare parts of
all tools being newly build in our area and
figuring out commissioning, logistics and
storage across work package managers.
Through this assignment I went to places I
never imagined seeing and got unexpected
insights to work places within the buildings as
I literally saw every corner and bend of the
factory.
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private haunted house which was pointed out
by every co-worker in my team to be fantastic.
A colleague of mine had decorated his whole
house and turned his front yard into something
out of this world.
A truly great experience and my first real
American Halloween.

Brett, me and Ward
In the figure above (from left to right) my lead
Brett, me and my manager Ward are posing in
front of a newly assembled island stand to
support the production line. I’m thankful to
both that they gave me straight away an own
area of responsibility.
There are a lot of things going on within
Boeing and one of my team mates had a
German group set up in the intranet of Boeing.
We managed to significantly get more people
motivated for having a German lunch biweekly.
It was a perfect set up for sharing common
understandings and discuss differences
between the cultures as everyone except me
was partly American.
Outside of Boeing
Boeing is offering a variety of continuing
education possibilities which are easily
arrangeable with the shifts as they are mostly
off-hours. I took classes in effective
leadership, intermediate airplane surveillance,
ATC and hands on VR & AR classes as well as
a one-day MBA insight course to get an
overview of the financial structures within a
large-scale company. Those opportunities not
only widened my professional horizon but
made friendships beyond the classroom. It was
a perfect start to have a common passion for
aviation and for me a good place to proactively
throw myself into talking about complex topics
in English.
In the first month I was lucky enough to travel
all over the west coast of the US including
Portland and LA. On Halloween we went to a
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At Andersons Haunted House
Epilogue
The whole experience is a lifechanging event
throughout. It might be that this is the only
time working for The Boeing Company and
still, the things we learned from the people at
Boeing, the friends we made in the States and
the possibilities we got given by the Lufthansa
Berlin-Stiftung, the TU Berlin and the Boeing
Company are unforgettable which I gladly will
proactively share with generations to come.
My gratitude will always be with the people
who made this possible and motivated me to
set new personal goals while approaching
things step by step to reach a common goal
through people.

My flat mate Tim and I in in Kerry par
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Tim Bredehorst
Boeing Trainee Program
September 2018 to March 2019
It's been well over a year since I applied for
this internship. Frankly, I didn't think I stood
much of a chance as an industrial engineer.
Therefore, I was all the happier to be selected
for this program. After accepting the offer, I
eagerly counted down the days until my
departure date. At the end of September, I
finally boarded Lufthansa's Boeing 747 to
Seattle; excited for a new chapter in my life.
Now that I am writing this, two months have
passed and time is literally flying by.
Although I had visited the US several times in
the past, I have never had the opportunity to
visit the Pacific Northwest before. I expected
it to rain all the time and though Seattle’s rainy
reputation is well-deserved, the temperature is
quite mild, and Seattle is evergreen all year
round. When I arrived here, I was greeted with
a beautiful late summer and immediately fell in
love with the city. The vibrant neighborhoods
and beautiful surroundings make Seattle a
great place to live!

Panoramic View of Seattle from Kerry Park
The apartment I share with another intern,
Robert, is well located in Seattle's Green Lake
neighborhood. For some time now, this
apartment has been passed down from one
intern generation to the next making the
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transition extremely easy. The landlord is very
cooperative and has helped us to make the
move and paperwork as smooth as possible.
Green Lake is a great place to live, offering
small cafes, charming restaurants and lots of
neighborhood bars. It is located in close
proximity to other cool neighborhoods such as
the U-District and Capito Hill, which offer
great culture and coffee scenes. In addition,
the picturesque Green Lake Loop is just a fiveminute walk away and a great place to hide
from the buzzing city.

Mesmerizing Sunset at Discovery Park in
Seattle
After arriving in Seattle on September 19th
2018, I had exactly one day to complete my
paperwork and administrative formalities. I
would lie if I said that I was not excited for my
first day of work; I was full of eagerness and
curiosity for the job and my new life. I
remember the first day and the rush of
emotions as if it were yesterday. It was not
until I received my badge that I realized I was
part of the Boeing family, even if it is for a
short period of time. It was a moment of true
pride and joy. Now that two months have
passed, at times I still have to pinch myself to
believe it.
On one of my first working days, I was
assigned to a project at the Renton plant
which assembles the single-aisle Boeing 737.
Today Renton is one of the most efficient
production facilities in the world. The overall
goal of our project is to further streamline
production and increase efficiency. We do this
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by integrating people, machinery and materials
and eliminating waste of time, money and
resources. I was excited to learn that industrial
engineers play an integral role at Boeing and I
constantly feel encouraged to have chosen the
profession of being an industrial engineer.
I found my first day in Renton to be very
welcoming as all my colleagues were very
friendly and positive human beings. My team
consists of young and dynamic people that all
carry a great work ethic and take pride in their
work. What struck me the most about Boeing
is how open of a culture it is. Every single
person I have met at Boeing is patient and
willing to help me continuously learn. My
managers are dedicated and engaging and
have worthwhile tasks for me to complete. My
job entails spending a lot of time on the
manufacturing shop floor, which I enjoy and
find challenging. I look forward to going to
work every day, even if that involves waking up
at 4:45 a.m. every day of the week.
Fortunately, I was able to make close
friendships with a few Americans right at the
beginning of my program. They made it
especially easy for me to settle in and feel at
home. We already spent a lot of time together
discovering Seattle's hidden gems, exploring
the outdoors and traveling to other places. I
can now check Portland and Vancouver, BC off
of my travel bucket list and I am sure those are
the first of many more places to come.

Seattle's Pike Place Market

Vancouver, BC
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Thanksgiving Day was another highlight of the
past two months. Mike Vander Wel, our
international coordinator, invited Robert and I
to celebrate the holiday with his family. We
were given an incredibly warm welcome and
had a lot of fun getting to know his wonderful
family. The following week I was invited by a
good friend to another Thanksgiving party.
Both invitations were a great honor for me and
a unique opportunity to immerse myself in
American culture.

I am grateful to participate in this program and
would like to thank all those responsible at
Reinhardt-Abraham-Studienförderung, Boeing,
Lufthansa Technik and Technical University of
Berlin.
I am sure that the coming months will be
great, whether it rains or shines; and when the
temperatures in Berlin start to hover around
freezing, I will gladly flip the hood on my
raincoat and enjoy the wet, but mild Seattle
winter.

Me, Mike Vander Wel and Robert at Thanksgiving

I would definitely recommend this opportunity
to anyone who is willing to relocate to the US
for a period of six months. The Pacific
Northwest is one of the most beautiful parts of
North America and Seattle is a fast-paced,
open-minded city with a high quality of living.
The Boeing Company is a one-of-a-kind
workplace and offers its interns adequate
training and a hands-on experience. This
exchange program is a great way to promote
German-American friendships and foster
cultural understanding.
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Me at the top of Rattlesnake Ledge
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Nils Ahlfeld
University of Washington
September 2018 to March 2019
Living my very personal American Dream
At first I would like to thank Lufthansa and the
RASf for choosing me as one of their two
current on-campus scholars in Seattle. Of
course, it’s an honor to be chosen and receive
the generous support this foundation is
offering to attend UW. But I would like to
equally thank the responsible because
otherwise I may never have had the chance to
live on this beautiful piece of land,
geographically, for more than half a year.
The famous Waterfront after a clear day in the
Rain City

Sunny Seattle as seen from Alki Beach just
West outside of Downtown
When I applied for the program, I thought I had
it all figured out. Yes, not only the application
itself would be challenging and expressed
throughout lots and lots of paperwork. Also
the visa process and settling into a new city on
a foreign continent would require
commitment. But little did I know just HOW
many forms had to be filled-out and HOW
confusing enrolling can possibly be. Because
as cutting edge as the University of
Washington is, their website and regularities
aren’t always that easy to follow or obvious to
understand. Eventually, all I can say is that
every minute of effort was completely worth it!
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The UW is a university with many very
committed and ambitious young students.
Especially the Aeronautics and Astronautics
(AA) section of the William E. Boeing
Department is noticeably close to the major
aircraft manufacturer that gave its name. All of
my professors have a history at one of
Boeing’s facilities and therefore also have the
knowledge of what content is important to be
well prepared for the industry. The campus is
everything I had imagined an American
campus to be. It’s big, clean and set-up in a
way so that, on a beautiful, clear day, you can
enjoy the vistas on Mount Rainier – that
Mountain famous enough to appear on the
background of the Washington State license
plates. Seattle may be said to be a very rainy
city, especially during the darker winter
months. And of course, I couldn’t say anything
about the earlier years, but believe it or not:
Even the weather has been good to me during
my time in the US. There were plenty of days
on which I have had the pleasure of seeing this
picturesque snow dome in the distance while
rushing to class at Guggenheim Hall.
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Beautiful Washington State Park scenery
around Lake Wenatchee
Most students at University of Washington live
in either shared or single bed dorms. These
may be very conveniently located on campus,
but they are also very expensive for that
reason. Not only that Seattle is very pricey in
general, but also does barely any international
student realize the rent does not include
bedding nor similar amenities. Some even have
to schedule trips to IKEA during their first
week and buy overpriced furniture to fill the
empty dorm rooms. I used a previous batch’s
advice and looked for a “homestay” (thanks
Jascha!). The best part about staying with a
family is not that it will most likely be way
cheaper than anything else – it’s also the
chance to get a much closer insight into the
life of Seattleites. I have a home inside
somebody else’s home and get to enjoy family
dinners every night. Especially for the very
special Thanksgiving turkey feast this has been
a real blessing. Together with me, there is a
student from the Netherlands living at this
family’s home. This means there is not only an
American vibe at the house, but also some
Dutch culture shocking. He’s a really fun
housemate and together we have the tradition
to sing karaoke at Ballard’s Waterwheel
Lounge every Tuesday – definitely the coolest
bar in all of Seattle!
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Orca's Island, only two ferries and two hours
North of Seattle, seems like the most peaceful
place on Earth
Part of my dream about studying in North
America was also having my own car. Many
people have told me in advance that it
wouldn’t be worth it; that Seattle had a pretty
good system of public transportation,
especially for American standards. But to me,
it was not only about mobility. It was about
going down the freeway and listen to my
favorite songs. It was about driving over to
Dick’s Drive-In in the middle of the night and
enjoy a good burger and milkshake. Because
Dick’s is a local Seattle classic and should be
on everybody’s bucket list! So I went online
and started looking for a big enough used car
to put a mattress in, used my already achieved
skills at solving American paperwork and
bought the most beautiful 1994 Chevy
Suburban there is. It took me about two weeks
and some trips to the Home Depot to convert
my very first and very own car into a camper.
The best decision of my whole time in the US
so far, because the Washington outdoors are
even prettier than they seem on a sunny day
when looking from UW campus. Every single
weekend since my arrival I have been on the
road, exploring the terrific Olympic National
Park at the Pacific Ocean to the West,
stunning Orcas Island in the North or the
beautiful Oregon shores in the South.
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Camille Tiotuico
TU Berlin Summer University
June 2018 – August 2018
One of the goals I aspire to fulfill during my
undergraduate studies is to be able to learn
various engineering disciplines in countries
that are considered technology hubs. In the
summer of 2017, I embarked the first half of
my goal in Japan. This year I am proud to say I
have fulfilled the remaining half in Germany,
with thanks to the RASf scholarship and TU
Berlin.

To me personally, two absolute essentials for
the ultimate American experience - an
authentic diner and my beloved camper SUV

The point of my little story is that for me the
unconventional path was the best I could take.
Many times, the adventure is in doing things a
little bit different than the majority. Especially
when there is something luring you in, it’s
worth to go ahead and try. And isn’t this what
pioneers, -I mean engineers do? By coming to
the UW in Seattle I had the chance to live my
very personal American Dream and I
encourage everybody else to try. I have been
enjoying every minute of this experience.

In preparation for my ten-week journey, I
researched extensively on what to do, what to
eat, and what to bring to Berlin. But with all
the lists and bookmarked websites, nothing
could have prepared me for the transformative
experience that was destined.
As I settled into my living quarters and
explored the city, I got a warm welcome and
helpful information from the TU Berlin Summer
University staff on how to navigate through
the campus and overall be a functioning
member of society in Germany as a foreigner.

Post-Boat Tour
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My first class, “The Edible City” was out of my
realm of knowledge as an electrical
engineering student, but I found the content
of the class to be informative and engaging.
We were exposed to events and innovations
that are current in today’s world of agriculture.
In a portion of the class, we were set free to
work on our chosen concentrations and I
decided to learn more about hydroponic
systems. In the end, I yielded a prototype
industrial hydroponics system with mechanics,
pseudocode, and a heaping knowledge of
engineering related environmental causes. I
also got my hands dirty and built a garden box,
planter, and benches with my classmates. The
purpose of the glass view screen for the
garden box is to provide an educational
experience for the children who take care of
the garden, and be able to see the roots of
their produce.

of Berlin. We stayed at these locations for the
majority of the day and got to experience what
the city thrives from and the culture that it
emits.

Peeking at the Camera during a Museum Tour
In the second term, I enrolled in the Arduino
for Interactive Design class. This class
exercised the creative side of my brain, all
while intertwining my technical engineering
intellect. In the span of two weeks, we
executed circuit modules with Arduino, rapid
prototyped, and created our own project
designs in groups. This class really excited me
because I got to handle soldering tools and
play with circuit blueprints. The group that I
was in wanted to build and audio visualizing
machine that reads music and emits certain
colors of light to certain pitches of the sound.
With the Arduino, C programming, Max, and
circuit design, we were able to make this idea
a real entity of our hard work and cooperation.

Gardening View Screen
One of the many exciting aspects of attending
the TU Berlin Summer University was the
cultural events that were organized. From
museum trips, to boat rides, city walking tours,
biergartens, and playing sports at the park, we
got to experience being a tourist and a local all
in the duration of the program.
We also visited destinations like Leipzig,
Dresden, and Potsdam, which were all outside
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Circuit Design of Audio Visualizer
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All while enjoying what Berlin has to offer, we
also explored locations outside of Germany
such as Amsterdam. I personally haven’t
traveled to Europe as frequent as I do with
Asia, so this was very exciting and doing so
with the friends I made in the TU program
made it all worthwhile. I also explored Vienna,
Austria on a solo trip and it was personally
liberating to have been able to travel alone and
independently navigate the city.

Launching Day at an Air Field

Group Trip to Amsterdam
My last class was the CanSat Satellite Design
course. Out of the three classes I took at TU
Berlin, this one was by far the most
challenging. The content learned in the course
made my engineering heart thrive. From
learning the components needed to build a
satellite, to programming our code to collected
in-flight data, to designing the nose and fins of
the rocket, everything we learned built upon
itself to the day we launched our rocket into
the German blue skies.
I was assigned project manager in my group
which was a personal challenge to me because
I have never managed anyone or anything
prior. On top of helping my group in terms of
my electrical expertise, I learned how to
communicate more efficiently, organize tasks
to be executed in the most optimal way, and
to uplift my team members when the tasks get
strenuous.
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Overall, my stay in Berlin with the TU Berlin
Summer University Program has brought me
through a transformation that I could not have
gotten in my home country, and for that I am
eternally grateful. In this ten-week journey I
learned to solve problems I would have never
thought I could unravel in this point of my
degree. I also attained people skills, from
networking, creating long-term friendships, to
managing a team. And lastly, I attained
personal strength from within to become more
independent and accepting the unknown with
open arms.
It is true that the only time you are actually
growing is when you accept and master
challenges and that is exactly was Germany
and TU Berlin provided me.
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Ilja Skrypnyk
Boeing Trainee Program
March 2018 to September 2018
Arriving & Exploring
Thanks to Lufthansa’s & Boeing’s great
support with the travel arrangements and the
handbook supplied by previous Alumni,
arriving in Seattle went without any trouble. It
felt so surreal to drive down to downtown for
the first time, see the Boeing field on the side
and realize just how grand Boeing and its
presence are in Washington State. As a
European who has almost exclusively travelled
in Europe, standing next to skyscrapers and
realizing “this is my home for the next 6
months” was a very interesting feeling. Not an
uncomfortable one, but a feeling of adventure
and excitement.

Work environment
I was assigned to the Additive Manufacturing
Innovation Center (AMIC) under Chief
Engineer Additive Manufacturing Nyle
Miyamoto. Until then I have not had a chance
to work with additive manufacturing,
especially industrial additive manufacturing, so
I welcomed the unknown as an opportunity to
learn and grow.
It took me a bit to get used to the team and
environment. While I’d say there wasn’t really a
language barrier, there was certainly a small
cultural one, from etiquette who’s hand you
shake when you get into work, to the level of
depth of a casual conversation you should aim
for. It was fun to learn how to “blend in” and
learn of how people interact.
During my time in the AMIC, I was given
different projects to work on more-or-less
autonomously. Overall, I received a lot of
freedom and real responsibility with my tasks
at Boeing. This allowed me to face and
overcome challenges on my own, which I
believe to be imperative to learning, growing
and confidence building.
For example, I worked with Product
Development on some Additively
Manufactured Designs for the Environmental
Control System and was the main engineer
responsible for these designs within our team.

Jonas (my fellow Boeing intern for 6 months)
and I on our first day in Seattle
European architecture and city planning differ
a lot to the United States. It felt unusual, but
that is sort of the point: To exit one’s bubble
and take on new experiences rather than the
same old same old. Jonas and I took those few
days before work at Boeing started to explore
downtown Seattle during the midday. We got
quite lucky with the weather, as it was sunny in
rain city for those few days.
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I was also tasked with creating some visual
aids in the so called “Concept Center”, which
is essentially a full workshop where people can
build their own prototypes and try out
different designs. The emphasis lies heavily on
having engineers work with their own hands,
learning of what it means to manufacture with
different materials. Working there was a bit
challenging at first, but I am very glad that I
received the opportunity to work there. I
gained a lot of experience and confidence in
my hands-on abilities.
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Boeing further invests heavily in training of its
workforce. As such, I have e.g. taken a class on
Metal processing for Aviation applications or a
hands-on composites class, learning from
experts directly.
Sometimes there would be big tours of Boeing
areas organized for interns, such as a tour to
see the Dreamlifter from in- and outside, or a
tour to the Customer Experience Center that is
normally reserved for airline customers only.

Group picture of my team and I shortly after
my "Going-away Lunch" at Diamond Knot
Beside work

Making a new friend during our visit to airplane
mockups within the Customer Experience
Center (CEC)
I couldn’t have asked for a better team and I
am grateful for the support I have received. I
have become a better engineer thanks to my
amazing colleagues.

I’ve spent a good chunk of my free time going
for walks around the neighborhood. Downtown
is large and full of interesting places, but I also
wanted to see how people live. I would go out
for walks around green lake, towards Fremont,
Wallingford or Olympic hills, almost exclusively
through the residential streets, looking at the
houses, small shops, parks etc. I found it
incredibly relaxing and peaceful. The scenery
was quite beautiful, as a lot of people were
taking great care of their front lawns and
houses. Every street had its own charm and
beauty.
Since I came in March, I stayed throughout the
regular Intern period at Boeing. Boeing heavily
invests into interns, especially when it comes
to networking opportunities. Many events
were organized for Boeing Interns within the
REACH program and I have made a few
friends at evens such as whale watching or
hiking tours.
I’m a big Video Game fan and found out a few
months before my arrival that one of my
favorite video game studios is situated in
Bellevue. After sending them an E-mail prior to
my arrival I got to have a tour at their office. It
felt like a dream come true, as that particular
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studio has been somewhat of a “personal
hero” to me. Perhaps it is a bit silly, but it
certainly added a very fond memory to my stay
abroad.
One of the things I still think back to is the
amazing Asian food. From Japanese to Korean,
no matter where I went it tasted amazing.
Particularly Korean BBQ at Ka Won in
Lynnwood has won me over. It’s high on the
list of places I want to go back to when I return
to Seattle at some point.
As for the beauty of nature and the land,
words simply fall short in describing it. It was
simply breathtaking. One did not need to go
on hikes to be amazed, as the entirety of
Washington State, including areas with
immediate proximity to Seattle were
completely green and full of beautiful
Mountain ranges and the like. I certainly do
miss the view I’ve enjoyed on my daily
commute. Regardless of that, of course many
hikes offered amazing sights, such as the hike
to Heather lake that I’ve done during the
summer. Apparently, I came early enough, as
the lake was only halfway formed with gigantic
piles of snow slowly melting away and little
waterfalls pouring down from Mt. Pilchuck.

Me standing on a gigantic pile of snow near
Heather Lake at 18 °C weather
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Professional and personal takeaways
From a professional side, I have learned of the
complexity of bringing 100k+ employees
together to design, build, test and maintain
airplanes. Boeing has found its way to
collaborate and I am glad I had a chance to see
how. I have only worked in small <50
employee companies before, so it was a big
change for me to see day-to-day work be so
different. I believe the differences I perceived
are in part due to culture, but I’d still say the
size is the major deciding factor.
As an engineer, I have also had a chance to
hone my CAD skills and my ability to work
within a team. A big chunk of the work wasn’t
necessarily coming up with designs and ideas,
but documenting them in a comprehensive
way, explaining them in meetings, sharing
concerns etc. I believe I have gotten better in
terms of information exchange on a technical
level.
Since Additive Manufacturing is still a
relatively new technology, so it felt like the
entire team was learning and understanding
the technology. I have always had a chance to
ask critical questions while feeling like learning
as a part of the team, not just as “the intern”. I
could not have fathomed to have learned so
much about additive manufacturing at the
start of my internship, but I now have a 3d
printer at home and am excited to work more
and more with the technology.
Professional takeaways are however not all.
From a personal perspective, these 6 months
have greatly enriched my life. Often the only
thing Europeans know (or think they know) of
the United States is what is depicted in the
media. But the media obviously does not tell
the whole story, but a heavily biased and
focused one. In a time of extremes, black &
white with no gray in between I have enjoyed
challenging my own beliefs and assumptions
about the United States and getting a more
realistic depiction of life in it, its culture and
citizens.
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It’s not that I went to the United States with a
negative or positive bias, but the fact that a
bias existed at all made it so exciting to come
and learn where my beliefs are right or wrong.
As a result, I feel as if I can see and understand
other viewpoints, especially those that are
opposite to those of mine better. I’ve had the
chance to talk to many American citizens, both
Boeing engineers and non-engineers, which
has opened my eyes to the diversity of
opinions, viewpoints, emotions etc.
Even if I personally could not identify with all
opinions voiced on topics such as e.g. politics,
health care or market regulation by the
government, I have learned to understand
them more than ever before. These are topics
which can often result in very heavy debate
and push people apart rather than bring them
together.
Nevertheless, I have sought these discussions
specifically because they are so tremendously
important to so many people.
Instead of adding my own opinions, I focused
more on asking questions, learning
motivations, past experiences as well as fears
and hopes.

Christopher Burkhardt
University of Washington
September 2018 to March 2019
The first few days
I would like to start off my part by saying that
Seattle is a paradise for people who like the
outdoors! A lot of scenic hiking places are right
around the corner and except for hiking there
are a lot more things that can be done here.
This is why I came to love this place.
My stay in the Pacific Northwest began with a
flurry of different events that were part of the
International Welcome Weeks here at the UW.
Every year during these weeks, the Foundation
for International Understanding through
Students (FIUTS) is organizing numerous
activities for international students like me.
This year, these activities included everything
from a scenic boat cruise with a beautiful view
of the skyline of Seattle at night, to an
American camp experience with lessons in
Square dancing, to canoeing trips and Trivia
nights. And taking part in these activities made
me realize that I had made the right choice in
coming across the big pond. The people that I
met here became great friends.

It was great to listen to people share their
story and made me start to understand
opposite viewpoints a lot more.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I have thoroughly enjoyed my 6
months abroad in the United States. It has
made me a better engineer and a better
person in the sense that I have a better
understanding of different cultures and
viewpoints. I thank Boeing, Lufthansa and the
Deutsche Lufthansa Berlin-Stiftung for making
my stay abroad possible.
Our friends’ group in front of the Space Needle
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From the moment I learned that I was going to
live in Seattle for half a year I knew that I
wanted to move into on-campus housing. The
application process might be a bit tedious.
And it might also be more expensive than
regular off-campus housing options. But it
makes up for that with an optional dining plan
and lots of events specifically tailored to the
student community. This way, I was able to
attend cooking workshops and free movie
screenings among other things. It definitely
helped in avoiding a big hassle trying to find an
apartment on craigslist for example. Another
advantage was its proximity to all my classes,
that ended up being within a short walk’s
distance. But even when you are not on your
way to classes, this wonderful campus is worth
a visit anytime.

proved to be incredibly interesting and exactly
right for my purposes. Its aim was to prepare
grad students for their thesis and as far as I
can tell now it achieved that aim efficiently
and effectively. For my final project in that
class, I decided to have a deeper look into
cloud cavitation and the theory behind the
chaotic dispersion of bubbles in liquid flows.
Working on this and reading through relevant
papers on the topic gave me a better
understanding of what I want to accomplish in
my master’s thesis.
With all this work in mind, I also had to remind
myself to go out and see more of this amazing
place that would be my home for half a year.

Some friends and I in front of the Suzzallo
library
During the quarter
For me, the purpose of this semester was to
learn more about Fluid Mechanics and find a
suitable topic for my master’s thesis. You
better know what you are getting into when
you are taking graduate level classes at the
UW. I took three 500-level classes on fluids for
the first quarter, this ensured that I was
learning more about my field of interest and it
kept me busy for the quarter. Especially the
class on Multiphase Flow by Professor Aliseda
in the mechanical engineering department
RASf Newsletter Nr. 22

Sailing the ‘Ithaka’, the biggest yacht of the
WYC
One of the best things that I decided to do
during my semester here in Seattle, was to go
Sailing. Early on I decided to join the
Washington Yacht Club (WYC), which is the
official Sailing team of the UW. In my opinion
it is an amazing sports club: It works on a
ratings’ basis and once you get a certain rating
p. 17 of 24

you are free to take out the corresponding
boat classes to go sailing without supervision. I
got checked out for two boat classes (the
‘Bravo’, which is a one-person boat, and all the
‘doublehanded’ boats made for two people),
got the corresponding certificates, and I plan
to continue trying out many more different
boat classes. You can also choose to practice
in performance boats and compete in regattas.
But other options like the Keelboat classes
(those are bigger boats) are interesting as well.
I even got to steer the 44-foot yacht that the
club owns (shown in the picture above). One
more reason to join was that the view of
Mount Rainier from the water is just
astonishing!
Sightseeing in the Pacific Northwest
Of course, the Pacific Northwest is bigger than
just Seattle, so a few friends and I traveled to
Portland over the Veteran’s day weekend. This
was also my first experience of driving a car in
the US, and it was quite something! We rented
a Chevy Suburban with space for eight people
and since I had never driven an automatic car
before, going down to Oregon first took a little
effort to get used to. But I really liked it and
got used to it fairly quickly!

Me (tiny) in front of a sequoia (giant) in
Portland
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On our way there we made a stop at Mount
Saint Helens to go hiking for a little and
explore the caves that the lava there formed.
We also tried ‘Voodoo Donuts’, which I can
absolutely recommend, and attended my first
NBA-basketball game. The Trailblazers were
taking on the Celtics, so it was an exciting
first! Portland also has a tremendous
arboretum with giant sequoia trees (photo
above) and an astonishing view across the city
from Pittock Mansion. So it’s absolutely worth
a visit!
But you do not even need to go as far as
Oregon for a great hike. Going to places like
Mount Rainier and Snow Lake was worthwhile,
too! Half-day trips to the Seattle arboretum
and to Bainbridge Island for example make for
a well-rounded bouquet of alternatives,
depending on the time that you have available.
But when you do get a chance you should
absolutely try out some activity on the water,
be it sailing, rowing, canoeing, or even just
taking a ferry with this amazing skyline in the
background!

The skyline of Seattle
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Things to be grateful for
An aspect that I am tremendously grateful for
is the hospitality and friendliness of so many
people here. To illustrate: Through FIUTS, I got
into contact with a local high school teacher.
She was looking for an exchange student to
come to one of her classes to be interviewed
by her students about the current political and
economic climate and culture in Europe in
general. I volunteered for that because it
sounded fun, and it absolutely was! The
teacher apparently liked my performance and
invited me to attend her family’s Thanksgiving
get-together. This is a very important holiday
here, reserved entirely to be together with the
closest family. Two weeks later, we drove to a
small place north of Seattle and had a
delicious Thanksgiving dinner, with turkey,
stuffing, gravy, and cranberries. The sweet
potatoes and the pumpkin pie for dessert were
yummy as well. Her family immediately
welcomed me, an absolute stranger at that
point, with open arms and let me sit at the
table as a guest of honor. Of course we
promised to keep in touch and see each other
again in the future!
I want to close by saying that this has been the
most intense, fun, exciting, rewarding, and
beautiful stay abroad that one could ever
imagine. A very big ‘Thank You!’ to the people
of the Reinhardt Abraham Memorial
Foundation, Lufthansa, the TU Berlin, and the
UW for making this experience possible!

Jonas Beuchert
Boeing Trainee Program
March 2018 to September 2018
No doubts, all parties who were and are
involved in the RASf program are very good in
stimulating excitement and anticipation.
Firstly, the reports of the former stipendiaries
are without an exception overwhelmingly
positive. Secondly, the alumni meeting right
after the selection in fall 2017 was an
excellent opportunity to listen to the favorite
stories of former interns. Finally, the Lufthansa
Technik Tour in Hamburg in winter 2018
already provided an idea of what it could be
like to work for The Boeing Company.
With my own personal report, I will definitely
match this schema. I hope after reading or
skimming my notes on my experiences with
working with the largest aerospace company in
the world and living in Seattle, one of the
fastest growing cities in the USA, you will not
only gain a positive expression of the
exchange program, but also some further
insights what to expect.
Working in Everett
My group, the Production Engineering Core of
Boeing Commercial Airplanes in Everett, was
very friendly and welcoming, not just on the
first day. Many coworkers tried to help me to
get the best out of my six months internship.
The fact that I was part of the Core group
means that we were not tied to a specific
program (airplane type), but conducted work
on projects of general significance or for a
program which required support, not only on
the same site. However, Boeing’s wide body
aircraft 747, 767, 777, and 787, which are
built in Everett, were, of course, always
present and only a two-minute walk away.
Officially, I was hired as an Equipment & Tool
Engineer. With this label and my personal
background in electrical engineering, I did not
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expect that my major tasks would be web
development and artificial intelligence.
However, at least the later one was satisfying,
because I could apply a decent amount of
university knowledge trying to optimize the
production and assess the producibility of
composite wing skins for the new 777X. It is
the first time the company produces large
parts made of carbon fiber in Everett.
Therefore, the whole gigantic factory is new
and the machines are equipped with the latest
technology. And the engineers are still trying
to figure out the best way to produce the
largest wings Boeing ever made. I am proud
that I could participate in this project.

The Automated Fiber Placement process for
the composite wing skins of the new 777X
that I was trying to optimize using machine
learning

Rendering of a 777X-9 with the largest wings
Boeing ever produced. Made possible by
composite manufacturing

In addition, it was nice to notice how much
trust my supervisors had in my work and
rewarding being asked when I will come back
to start full-time or if I want to extend my
internship. Nevertheless, I would like to point
out how important it is to search actively for
interesting, challenging, and appropriate
assignments. Unfortunately, export control
laws can be a significant obstacle. Maybe I
should have ensured to obtain a matching
position before the start of my internship.
Interesting scientific or applied trainings and
presentations as well as many special intern
tours (which help to get an overview of the
whole aircraft production process from the
arrival of the parts to the delivery of the
product) are part of the excellent working
environment at Boeing, too.
Living in Greenlake

The first ever built 777X in Boeing's Everett
factory in summer 2018. Did you notice the
unique folding wing tips?
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The fact that there is an existing intern
apartment in the Greenlake neighborhood of
Seattle simplifies the first weeks in the USA a
lot. The location is cleverly chosen. The
commute to Boeing’s Everett plant can be less
than 30 minutes without the necessity to own
a car. Furthermore, Seattle’s most vibrant
neighborhoods are easily reachable by bike or
public transport.
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Free time in the Puget Sound area
The nature in Washington is just great. Close
to Seattle, there is more or less everything:
Mountains, (rain) forests, lakes, waterfalls, the
sound, cliffs, beaches, volcanos, parks, and
skyscrapers. It is a phenomenal base for hiking,
cycling, backpacking, water sports, and other
outdoor activities. Additionally, the weather
was mostly perfect during my stay such that I
could spend all weekends and most evenings
outside.
In Seattle itself, there is always an ongoing
event. It is surprisingly easy to meet new
people with the same hobbies. For me, the app
MeetUp, the events of Boeing’s new hire
organization REACH, and the incredible
number of hundreds of other interns from all
over the USA were excellent starting points.
Finally, I did not limit my explorations to
Seattle, because it was my first visit in the
Americas. Shorter trips included Vancouver
B.C., Tacoma, Leavenworth, and Olympia,
while a longer one took me to New York,
Philadelphia, and Washington D.C.

Close to Seattle, but already in the mountains:
Hiking at Mount Si accompanied by some
interns from the USA after work

Rafting next to Leavenworth together with
Boeing's diverse REACH organization for new
hires
Rainforest in Tacoma's Point Defiance Park
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A Space Shuttle. Just one out of many
attractions in Seattle's Museum of Flight

...and not only visible from every other peak

Acknowledgements

Getting close to Mt. Rainier, the 4400 m
volcano which is towering above Seattle’s
skyline…
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During the past years at the TU Berlin, I
already realized that organizing and funding an
educational stay abroad can be challenging.
Therefore, I would like to express my greatest
thanks to the Reinhardt Abraham Memorial
Foundation and The Boeing Company for the
chance to improve my English language skills,
dive into the US-American culture, and
contribute to the production of some of the
most outstanding masterpieces of engineering
in the world. In addition, it is important for me
to emphasize that the time the former
stipendiaries spent on the handbook and their
reports and the money they invested into the
apartment were very valuable. Finally, special
thanks to Jens Großhans for setting up the
alumni meeting, to Maria-Sophie Bandhold for
organizing e.g. my flights, to Walter Heerdt for
his very personal tour at the Lufthansa
Technique facilities in Hamburg, to Tim
Hudson for his uncounted tours at Boeing’s
Everett plant and his advices, and finally to my
engaged colleagues Roger Chen, Mike Wang,
and Mark Rangel who kept me busy at my
desk!
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RASf annual alumni meeting
Boeing / UW stipendiaries
Berlin, October 19th 2018
Second annual alumni meeting!
Former stipendiaries and the Reinhardt
Abraham Memorial Foundation organized the
second annual alumni meeting to encourage
former and current stipendiaries, as well as
representatives of Boeing and Lufthansa to
keep in contact and meet on a regular basis.
The meeting was held on October 19th on
board of the Van Loon, which is a restaurant
ship in the Spree river in Berlin. Sixteen former
stipendiaries of the program, as well as four
newly selected stipendiaries participated at
this year’s alumni meeting. The stipendiaries
had the chance to exchange experiences and
talk with Mike Vander Wel and Alisoun
McCloughen (Boeing Commercial Airplanes),
as well as with Johannes Ropers (Boeing
Government Relations) and employees of the
TU Berlin.
In a lively discussion all participants talked
about their current projects, recent
accomplishments and collected experiences
and memories during their internship Boeing
or studies at the University of Washington.
Moreover, the newly selected stipendiaries
used the unique chance to ask former
participants for advise and pick up useful tips
for their fascinating time ahead.
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The evening went by very quickly and and
offered a great possibility to get to know and
keep in touch with former generations of
alumnis as well as the newly selected
stipendiaries. All participants decided to
continue the alumni meetings on a yearly
basis.
The next alumni meeting is planned to take
place when the 2019 selection interviews at
the TU Berlin are scheduled (Q4/2019). The
invitations will be send out as soon as the date
is fixed.
Thank you all for attending the meeting and
making the second RASf annual alumni
meeting a wonderful evening with lots of
lievely discussions about the program and
many shared memories of the Pacific
Northwest. Special thanks to Alisoun, Mike and
Johannes for attending the alumni dinner. We
are looking forward to see you again at the
alumni dinner 2019!
Have a merry christmas and successful new
year!
- Jens
PS: If you are interested in attending the
alumni meeting 2019 please contact
jens.grosshans@tu-berlin.de
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Merry Christmas
to all of you and
a happy and successful New Year
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